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authentic
cover image: cedar discovery® double 7" in harbor grey

this page: cedar discovery® hand-split shake in montana suede



no paint. no stain. no hassles. that’s the real beauty of cedar discovery.® the classic, 

rugged look of real cedar shakes and shingles. realistic textures. random gaps and 

grooves. deep shadow lines. cedar discovery delivers with an exciting and improved  

family of products. 

cedar discovery hand-split shake in american Walnut



hand-sPlit shaKe

rich, realistic texture and deep random grooves replicate  
the beautifully rustic look of real cedar shakes.

Perfection shinGle triPle 5"

random gaps and a cedar-grain texture replicate  
the look of real cedar shingles.

cedar discovery hand-split shake in american Walnut

cedar discovery perfection shingle triple 5" in victorian grey



Perfection shinGle douBle 7"

random gaps and a refreshed, realistic rough cedar-grain  
texture replicate the natural appearance of real cedar shingles.

half-round

a beautiful accent for neo-traditional homes, our half-round  
features a rough cedar-grain texture and a distinct scalloped edge.

cedar discovery perfection 7" in everest

cedar discovery half-round in a custom color
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hand-split shake

cedar discovery hand-split shake in cape cod grey



hand-split shake



cedar discovery perfection shingle double 7" in pebblestone clay



perfection shingle double 7"
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cedar discovery perfection shingle triple 5" in Wicker



perfection shingle triple 5"



cedar discovery half-round in lakeshore fern



half-round



the exterior solution for color.

cedar colors

american walnut 

hs d7

natural cedar 

hs d7 t5

cape cod grey 

hs d7 t5

timberstone 

hs d7

deeP colors

russet red 

ALL

quiet willow 

ALL

rugged canyon 

ALL

deep granite 

ALL

english wedgewood 

ALL

lakeshore fern 

ALL

portsmouth blue 

ALL

montana suede 

ALL

cedar discovery
Profile and color Key 
due to printing limitations, colors may 
not be exactly as shown. refer to actual 
sample and color chips for best match.

t5  perfection shingle t5"

ALL   all profiles and lengths

hs  hand-split shake

hr  half-round

d7  perfection shingle d7"

terra cotta 

ALL

autumn gold 

ALL

classic colors

harbor grey

ALL

everest

ALL

weathered cedar colors
subtle shading and variations in color recreate the look  
of naturally weathered cedar. available in timber stone, 
american walnut, natural cedar and cape cod grey.

solid cedar colors
the look of freshly painted cedar shakes.

New New New 

New 



classic colors Continued

scottish thistle 

ALL

pebblestone clay 

ALL

liGht colors

victorian grey

ALL

wicker

ALL

sandtone

ALL

sage

ALL

silver grey

ALL

almond

ALL

classic cream

ALL

cameo

ALL

colonial yellow

ALL

white

ALL

tuscan olive

ALL

desert sand

ALL

linen

ALL

see for yourself with dreamhome. choose a house from 20+ styles that best reflects your own home. and then, bring 
your vision to life as you mix and match from our complete range of premium siding products and designer colors. 
find dreamhome at www.mastic.com/dreamhome.

New 



cedar discovery hand-split shake in american Walnut and Quest double 4" in Woodland green 





beauty that lasts a lifetime.

hand-sPlit shaKe 
deep, random grooves replicate the rustic look and texture of real cedar shakes.

cedar collection 
subtle shading and variations in color recreate 
the look of naturally weathered cedar.

cedar collection 
subtle shading and variations in color recreate 
the look of naturally weathered cedar.

solid colors 
the look of freshly painted cedar shakes.

colors and styles to please even the most particular eye.

oil can test siding panels are placed 
under heat strips and saturated to 120° — 
140°f to make sure the siding doesn’t warp 
or buckle.

Perfection shinGle 
random gaps and refreshed, realistic rough cedar-grain texture replicate the appearance  
of real cedar shingles.

solid colors 
the look of freshly painted cedar shakes.

Gloss test a digital readout microgloss meter 
is used to scan siding to determine if its gloss falls 
within a target range. gloss is important to the 
aesthetic appeal of the siding.

backed by mastic’s v.i.p.  
limited lifetime warranty. see warranty for complete details.

Breathe easy
unlike some fiber cement products, vinyl siding does not produce 
harmful silica dust — silica dust can cause lung disease.



color read test using a spherical spectrophotometer, a 
10,000-watt xenon flash tube bounces light off a siding panel. 
this information is then analyzed to determine if the color 
falls within accepted ranges for color consistency and match.

riGidity panels are designed and 
engineered to be more rigid so the 
siding remains straight on the wall.

save dollars, time and hassles 
unlike real wood or cedar, you’ll never need to paint 
or stain your cedar discovery shakes or shingles. in 
fact, based on an average-size home, repainting or 
staining can cost up to $6,000 every four years. 

$6,000

$12,000

$18,000

$24,000

4 years 8 years 12 years 16 years

savinGs in 
PaintinG costs

years
in home

$6,000

$12,000

$18,000

$24,000

real wood can Peel, 
cracK, rot and flaKe 

vertical heiGht imPact test measures 
the product’s durability and ability to resist 
impact forces — the result of proper thickness, 
formulation and impact modifiers.

weatherinG color retention (resistance to fading) is tested by 
subjecting mastic products to real-time weather conditions and 
accelerated uv testing. this ensures that mastic products will hold up 
in the most extreme environmental conditions.

Protection you can count on 
hail, rocks, baseballs. no matter what life 
throws at you, cedar discovery is designed 
to absorb the shock of everyday life. 



the perfect corner™ corner post. 

the Perfect corner™ corner Post  
with inteGrated receiver PocKet
virtually error-proof: panels slide easily into a 
recessed pocket — hides uneven edges, speeds 
installation and enhances aesthetics.

self-aliGninG corner Post
convenient “align-as-you-go” installation — rigid 
construction aligns to the corner and installs in a 
snap as you move up the wall.

Perfection shinGle douBle 7"
Perfect corner™ corner Post

Perfection shinGle triPle 5"
Perfect corner™ corner Post

hand-sPlit shaKe
Perfect corner™ corner Post

perfectly matches the texture and color of cedar discovery hand-split shakes and double 7" and triple 5" perfection shingles.

availaBle in 34 colors to perfectly match 

cedar discovery shakes and shingles.

Great oPtions for a Professional finish:

the Perfect corner™ corner 
Post — matches the color and 
texture of cedar discovery panels.

traditional corner Post 
oPtions — for a traditional look. 



trusted. time-tested. certified.

the cedar discovery family of authentic shake and shingle siding has been certified by astm d7254 
standards to offer superior characteristics for weatherability, impact resistance, windload resistance 
and flame spread.

this certification shows that a third party has determined that cedar discovery siding in solid colors 
meets or exceeds the industry standards. this determination is accomplished through a series of 
rigorous tests, unannounced inspections of plants and quality control plan reviews.

because cedar discovery materials are made in the usa, certified to meet or exceed industry standards 
and covered under the comprehensive mastic vip limited lifetime warranty, you have peace of mind 
that the authentic beauty and low-maintenance requirements you enjoy today will last a lifetime.

details on the certification process and a complete list of certified polypropylene siding is available at 
www.polypropylenesiding.org. 

consult the vsi website at www.vinylsiding.org for a current list of certified products.

astm standards mastic Performance

Weather the elements over time
Without cracKing, chipping, flaKing, 
pitting, or peeling.

mastic cedar discovery panels are 
formulated to withstand temperature and 
weather extremes and will not crack, chip, 
flake, pit or peel like painted surfaces.

meet impact resistance 
reQuirements.

mastic cedar discovery is designed and 
engineered to withstand impact beyond that 
required by astm d7254.

Withstand Wind pressures
eQuivalent to 110 mph or more.

mastic cedar discovery, with its c-loK 
continuous locking system and patented 
tornado-tough nail hem is rated up to 210 mph.

demonstrate flame spread performance 
eQuivalent to or Better than Wood 
materials commonlY used in Building 
construction.

mastic cedar discovery exhibits a flame 
spread index no more than 200 when tested in 
accordance to astm e84 standard  
test methods.

cedar discovery double 5  in portsmouth Blue



flex = easier installation
panels flex to ease installation in tight 
places — helps ensure a perfect fit and  
professional finish.

wind sPeed — rated uP to 230 mPh 
(varies by panel) 

mastic’s proprietary design and engineering 
delivers a panel that achieves superior  
wind resistance.

designed to absorb the shock of everyday life.

c-loK™ continuous locKinG system + 
Patented tornado-touGh nail hem
our exclusive continuous snap-in locking  
system runs the entire length of the panel —  
and provides up to twice as much support as 
less reliable “tab-type” systems.

combined with our patented double-thick nail 
hem, this unbeatable combination provides 
greater stability and a stronger anchoring 
surface. the panel mounts securely to the wall, 
achieving maximum wind resistance.

the end result:  
speedy, accurate and secure installation
and superior impact resistance.

sure Position 
laPPinG GauGe™
helps ensure perfect panel-to-panel 
alignment and lapping regardless of 
temperature extremes during the  
installation process.

PateNted full-PaNel side-lok™ 
slide-in system makes side-to-side 
locking virtually error-proof for the 

most secure installation.

the cedar discovery 
five-Point locKinG system: 
Peace of mind x 5 

 1

 4

side flanGe with nail slot
yet another point of engagement — helps 
ensure a professional, seamless appearance.

 2

 5
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v.i.P. limited lifetime warranty 
premium guarantee of lasting quality and 
peace of mind — backed by mastic, a trusted 
industry leader for 50+ years (see warranty 
for complete details).

 3

there’s no cheat sheet for the test of time.



mastic home exteriors by ply gem can help you meet your sustainable 
building goals and earn points in leading green building certification 
programs. our products offer features that positively contribute to 
sustainable building practices, improved energy efficiency or lifecycle 
benefits of homes. all are important aspects of sustainable building 
and reflect mastic’s contribution to the ply gem enviro initiative.

a healthY respect for the planet — and our customers.

for more information on how mastic products can help you meet your sustainable building goals,  

refer to the mastic Building to Make a Difference white paper available at www.mastic.com.

looking for mastic products with features that 
can contribute to overall energy savings, lower 
maintenance and reduced environmental impact? 
these logos identify products recognized by third 
parties as supporting green building practices.

mastic supports green building and it 
shows. We are active members of both 
the usgBc and nahB — two key industry 
organizations that are working to define 
sustainable building practices.

  lifecycle Benefits 
  of homes: 

• mastic vinyl siding is durable and requires no site 

finish. our performance metals® stand up to weather 

with virtually no maintenance. our designer accents™ 

use thicker construction and a baked lacquer finish to 

ensure that they hold up season after season.

• when installed properly and under normal use, our 

products should never require painting or staining. 

they won’t crack, peel, blister or rot.

• all of our performance metals® aluminum accessories 

are easily recyclable. in fact, at the end of its lifecycle 

in building applications, 100% of the aluminum can  

be recycled. 

  sustainaBle 
  resources:

• mastic vinyl siding is manufactured from two 

abundant natural resources: salt (57%) and natural gas 

(43%).1 

• all post-product scrap material created during the 

manufacturing process is reclaimed.

• vinyl siding generates less construction site waste 

than cardboard packaging, brick or lumber.

• when installed and used properly, mastic products 

never require paint or stain, which reduces vocs 

released into the atmosphere.

• our performance metals® are third-party certified to 

contain at least 67% recycled content.

• ply gem facilities reuse and recycle pallets and 

packaging material, reducing raw material needs and 

landfill use. 

• ply gem works with its suppliers to recycle as many 

materials as possible, including cores, cardboard 

padding, paint totes, batteries, light bulbs, toner  

and paper.
1   “A Dozen Things You Might Not Know That Make Vinyl Siding Green,” page 9, tad radzinski, p.e., leed ap, and vsi. october 10, 2009. <http://
www.vinylsiding.org/greenpaper/>

2 ibid, page 10

  enerGy 
  efficiency:

• vinyl siding requires less energy to manufacture per 

square foot than brick and mortar.2 

• mastic vinyl siding is lighter weight per square foot 

than other cladding options, so it requires less fuel to 

transport. less fuel used means  

less pollution. 

• mastic home exterior’s structure® eps insulated 

siding adds an additional layer of insulation to 

exterior walls, increasing the energy efficiency of the 

wall system.

• all ply gem facilities do their part to conserve energy 

by doing simple things like turning out lights on 

weekends and during shutdowns. 

leed for homes — possiBle points

Polymer shaKe and shinGle

leed neW construction — possiBle points

nahB standards — possiBle points
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mastic home exteriors. 
this is the exterior solution.® www.mastic.com

ply gem reserves the right to alter, modify or delete items from time to time without notice. due to printing limitations, colors 

may not be exactly as shown. contact your distributor or sales representative for actual product and color samples.

mastic home exteriors, the mastic home exteriors logo and the “mastic home exteriors. this is the exterior solution.” and 

“mastic. this is the exterior solution.” slogans are trademarks of mastic home exteriors, inc. ply gem is a trademark of 

ply gem industries, inc. © 2010 mastic home exteriors

all products made in the u.s.a. 7601094011101/bb/cg/1110

Ply Gem sidinG GrouP 
2600 Grand Blvd. suite 900 
Kansas city, mo 64108

800 962 6973


